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Starting to monitor aligner patients
Why should I monitor aligners with DenToGo?

• Remotely monitor the wear and technology guided dynamic change of every aligner
• Detect tracking issues and potentially reduce number of refinements
• Optimize treatment times
• Engage your patient in their treatment

DenToGo Monitoring – The World’s First Dynamic Aligner Tracking System.
Dynamic aligner change

- Your protocol determines when the conditions are right to change from one to the next set of aligners
- The DenToGo artificial intelligence engine verifies these conditions on the DenToGo Scans and triggers your set instructions
- Your patient then receives your set instructions to change, or not to change, their aligners on their DenToGo App
Dynamic aligner change benefits in numbers

Major tracking issues detected over 12 months:

- Without dynamic aligner change: 2.4
- With dynamic aligner change: 0.9

60% fewer tracking issues

82% of patients on a 1-week wear schedule or shorter without acceleration devices.

Source: Internal Data of Dental Monitoring France
Onboard aligner patients – Initial appointment

During your initial consultation, give patients an overview of DenToGo and why your practice has embraced this technology:

• Supports your practice for optimized patient appointments
• Your practice provides technology guided treatments and closely monitored outcome
• Your practice provides a sophisticated communication tool to keep patients engaged and updated
Scanning appointment (1)
Get your patient started

When the scanning/record appointment is scheduled:

- Create the patient’s DenToGo card on the dashboard
- Inform your patients that they will receive an email containing a link to download the DenToGo App, and another link to log into the App

Tip: the secondary e-mail is often used to send a copy of your patient message to the patient’s parents.
Scanning appointment (2)
Get your patient started

During the scanning appointment:

• Ask patients if they’ve downloaded the App - if not, have them download the App now
• Give them a retractor and a ScanToGo Device
• Show them how to use the retractor
• Teach the patient how to scan

Tip: You can find videos on how to scan in our Help Center. You can watch them and train before showing your patient.
When giving the first aligner

- Start the monitoring on the patient’s card (see next page for the recommended monitoring product and protocol)
- Explain to the patient how often they will need to scan, per your defined protocol
- It is very important that your patients understand that they have to change aligners when prompted by your “GO” on the App
What monitoring product do I choose?

The **DenToGo Monitoring** monthly plan is particularly well adapted for aligner monitoring.

Your patients can be controlled up to every 4 days.
What protocol template do I choose?

Our experts recommend using the Aligner protocol (7 days) as a template.

Tip: learn how to customize your protocols in our help center. The “My Dashboard” sections contains a full walkthrough.
How often should my patients scan?

The default scanning interval is 7 days. If the conditions are not met for the patient to change aligners, they will receive a “No-Go” message and be prompted to scan 3 days later by default.

Tips:

• You should set the scanning interval at the ideal amount of time you think your patients should wear their aligners. The scan frequency can be modified in your protocols.

• The regular Scan frequency is the shortest amount a time a patient will wear the same aligner. Make sure you’re giving them enough aligners to cover that entire duration. e.g if a patient is on a 7-week schedule and you see them every 8 weeks, give them 8 aligners.

• You can accelerate treatment by reducing scan frequency.